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Summary: The transition of journals to electronic-only format has begun. There is 
evidence that suggests that libraries often cancel journals in a reactive and incremental 
fashion in the face of annual budgetary pressures, but this approach is not ideal. To 
achieve an effective transition away from print, individual libraries should take a strategic 
perspective. This article reviews some of the most important aspects of library strategic 
planning and recommends complementary approaches that can be taken on the consortial 
and system-wide levels.  
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We have reached a moment in the electronic transformation when it is appropriate 
for librarians to begin evaluating exactly how a full transition to electronic-only scholarly 
journals might be achieved. Rather than being carried along by events and responding on 
a year-to-year basis, it is appropriate for librarians to begin developing strategies for 
transitioning the library, and the scholarly community, to an environment without print 
journals.2   

The advantages of the electronic format over print are widely well-known for 
scholarly journals. Users prefer the electronic format, to the extent that even faculty 
members have become largely comfortable with libraries taking the decision to cancel 
print format.3 Although disciplines are moving at somewhat different speeds, with the 
image-dependent disciplines in particular somewhat behind the text-based disciplines, 
user needs are not impeding, and are indeed informing, the transition to electronic 
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formats. In addition, libraries and publishers have utilized the opportunities presented by 
the new format to make vastly more journal titles available to readers.4

There are also significant cost implications associated with the redundant 
collection of print and online formats. The nonsubscription costs associated with the 
electronic format have been demonstrated to be significantly lower, for a wide sample of 
libraries, than those for print.5 In short, the human resource costs and library space needs 
required for print collections are significantly greater than those for electronic resources.  
Completing the transition from print to electronic serials will allow libraries to repurpose 
staff time toward other important new work. It will also allow the costs that would have 
been associated with building additional library space to be devoted to other purposes, 
and for some existing stack spaces to be used for a number of new needs—such as 
collaborative workspace—that have emerged alongside the electronic environment.   

Between the ability to better serve user needs with the electronic format and the 
cost advantages of cancelling print, the evidence points towards a movement to a digital-
only future for scholarly journals in all disciplines. To be sure, there will be some natural 
exceptions to this principle. Popular periodicals may be collected in print for armchair 
reading. Journals that are the “only child” of their publishers or those published in some 
parts of the developing world face additional challenges in moving to electronic-only 
versions and may therefore continue to be available only in print.6 Finally, in disciplines 
that are heavily dependent on images, such as art history and perhaps even some fields of 
biology, print journals may be required until such time as image display technologies 
completely meet user needs. These exceptions affect a relatively small proportion of all 
journals, and it appears that they will probably each be addressed in the coming years. It 
is therefore appropriate to begin planning for the likelihood of a near-total transition 
away from print, if not a complete transition altogether, taking place in the foreseeable 
future. For those who may object that this transition is not yet inevitable, appropriate risk 
management practices nevertheless would suggest the value of planning for such an 
eventuality as one possible contingency. 

Planning for such a transition is not simple. The ultimate movement away from 
print to electronic-only format is one of the great opportunities to rethink an entire class 
of library functions and services. To do so requires sophisticated leadership and library-
wide planning. What are some of the most important considerations, and how might they 
best be addressed? 

A faster transition is better than a slower transition. Although there will always 
be voices calling for a more gradual approach, there are real cost advantages and other 
benefits associated with a more rapid transition. For one thing, scale effects can make 
certain aspects of the intermediate phase more costly than a print-only or an electronic-
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only environment.7 For every year that libraries collect redundantly in the two formats, 
there are print subscription fees along with many other costs that could potentially be 
deployed for other purposes. The advantages of speed must naturally be weighed against 
other factors, such as the ability of a library to create the infrastructure and services 
necessary to support the users of an all-digital journals collection.    

Some publishers have a difficult transition to make as well. Smaller publishers, 
such as scholarly societies, independent university-based journals, and some university 
presses, have not yet developed models that will allow them to thrive (or survive) in an 
electronic-only environment. As they do so, price increases on their electronic editions 
are in some cases inevitable, in order for them to achieve sustainability. It is almost 
certainly in the interests of libraries to try to help the smaller not-for-profit publishers, in 
some cases by developing services such as BioOne, Project Muse, and HighWire Press 
that help to support the transition, and also by evaluating both absolute price increases 
along with percentage price increases for the lower-priced publishers.  

Some functions no longer need to take place. A number of traditional library 
functions may no longer be required. Some print requirements, such as binding and shelf-
space, are among those most obviously unnecessary for the electronic-only journals 
collection. Other functions, such as check-in processes, have been subject to additional 
debate and have been extended to the electronic format in some cases.8 But all functions 
merit careful review, to see not whether they are necessary but whether they are justified 
given all the claims on a library’s resources.  

Some new functions need to be funded. A key challenge is to distinguish those 
new processes and measures that are needed in order to manage an increasingly 
electronic-only collection from those that are not. Many libraries have begun to 
implement electronic-resource management systems as well as a variety of measures by 
which to exercise bibliographic control over electronic journal collections.9 Libraries 
have also frequently put into place the staff and infrastructure needed in order to manage, 
among other tasks, licensing and usage statistics. But new functions meant to duplicate 
print-environment functions may not always be required, and they too should be 
evaluated against other opportunities to serve readers.  

Electronic archiving. New accessions are not “owned” by libraries in a licensed 
electronic environment, displacing many of the traditional local incentives and roles for 
preservation. Formal and collaborative arrangements will therefore be of greater 
importance for electronic archiving than they ever have been for print. It is necessary that 
the library community somehow find a path towards the full funding of appropriate 
electronic-archiving solutions, whether they are managed through a national library that 
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is capable of serving a diverse constituency or through other programs such as Portico 
and LOCKSS. Given that an electronic-only collection has no other format as a backup, 
prudence dictates that each library should ensure the availability of appropriate 
electronic-archiving solutions as part of its transition away from print.  

Print archiving. In an environment of large-scale digitization, the cost to hold 
print versions locally may become greater than the benefit for many libraries. Should 
incentives be developed to ensure the survival of appropriate print artifacts? Can they be 
developed? By whom?  Are more formal frameworks, such as paper repository 
agreements, needed to ensure the survivability of “legacy” print collections? One 
important example has been the University of California’s consortial work to create paper 
repositories (of JSTOR journal backfiles, as well as of the publications of various 
commercial science houses).10 The Five Colleges in Massachusetts, as well as a number 
of other consortia, have begun to develop similar types of repositories.11 Should every 
library transitioning to an electronic-only environment develop some sort of affiliation 
with an existing paper repository, or sponsor the creation of a new repository?12

Each of these six challenges requires leadership from libraries, both at an 
individual level and across the system of libraries. The format transition is taking place, 
regardless of whether it is managed strategically. In some cases, budgetary pressures are 
the prime motivation for the cancellation of print, and there has developed an annual 
exercise in recent years in which sufficient print is cut to achieve needed (or required) 
cost savings. But this incremental approach, while it might be effective in some cases, 
generally makes it harder for libraries to address the transition holistically and 
strategically.  

What is needed at an individual library level is what might be termed a strategic 
format review, which takes place on a library-wide basis or, in some cases, across a 
consortium or system. A strategic format review entails the setting of a goal for the 
movement away from print – for example, deciding to cancel 30% of print each year for 
the next three years – and then planning for how best to achieve that goal. Since it takes 
place on a library-wide basis, a strategic format review allows for the consideration of 
which periodicals functions can be justified given competing claims on resources. (By 
comparison, if the manager of the check-in function is left to determine whether to apply 
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check-in procedures to electronic journals, there is an overwhelming likelihood that 
check-in will continue.) A strategic format review allows a library to determine that with 
savings from the rapid transition away from print, it will elect, for example, to fund an 
electronic-archiving solution and an electronic resource management system. 

Individual libraries will as a matter of course have variations in their approaches 
to this type of strategic format review. This article has covered large terrain in few words, 
and it has therefore been necessary to ignore many of the differences across libraries. 
These differences, which can span the gamut from user expectations to organizational 
structure, are critical in appropriately managing the transition to an electronic-only 
environment. Recognizing these differences, and planning for how a strategic format 
review might best be undertaken at any given library, is critical if the transition to 
electronic-only format is to take place as successfully as possible. 

In some cases, there will be appropriate consortial-level planning as well. For 
example, some types of consortia are ideally suited to developing a paper repository. 
Others may be able to implement shared targets for the reduction of print subscriptions. 
And in some cases, certain types of responsibilities, once undertaken by each library, 
might be conducted centrally on behalf of a group of libraries. Licensing is one area 
where some consortia have already developed this type of experience, but there might be 
opportunities for a variety of acquisitions and processing functions as well. In some cases 
it may also be appropriate to seek systemwide consensus on some of the issues 
considered in this paper, from electronic-archiving solutions to targeted movement away 
from print. The Janus Conference, hosted in 2005 by Cornell, was an excellent example 
of this type of approach.13

Leading the transition away from print journals is one of the challenges, but also 
one of the great opportunities, before today’s academic library. Organizing a strategic 
format review is not simple in itself, and this article has omitted the additional 
complications of operating in a sometimes politicized campus environment. But a failure 
to act strategically will bring even worse results down the line, as individual libraries and 
the scholarly community more broadly find themselves ill-prepared to handle the  
increasingly digital future. Instead, leading a successful strategic process will result in a 
smoother transition, creating an important legacy for future generations of students, 
scholars, and library managers.  
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